
ACTIVITY: Snorkeling 
CASE: GSAF 2012.01.19 
DATE: Thursday January 19, 2012 
LOCATION: The incident took place at The Lagoon, 
a popular swimming spot north of Coral Bay, 
Western Australia 
 
NAME: David Pickering 
DESCRIPTION: He is a 26-year-old male, working 
for Coral Bay Eco Tours. 
 
BACKGROUND 
MOON PHASE: Waning Crescent, 20% of the Moon 
was illuminated. Last Quarter, January 16, 2012. 
New Moon, January 23, 2012 
DISTANCE FROM SHORE: 100 metres 
TIME: Afternoon 
 
NARRATIVE: He was leading a group on a 
snorkeling tour when he was bitten by a shark.  

"I turned around and boom, there he was," (The 
force of the impact) was enough to actually 
bring me forward and under because I scraped 
my knee on his belly." said Pickering.  

He pushed the shark away  with his other arm and it 
let go.“ He held his arm out of the water and brought 
his group, a couple and their two children, to shore. 
 
INJURY: Lacerations to Pickering’s right forearm, and minor lacerations on his right hand. 
 
FIRST AID / TREATMENT: Pickering’s tour group included Duncraig registered nurse Julie 
Lang, her husband, Gavin, and 13-year-old daughter. The Lang’s monitored Pickering as he 
swam back to shore, laid him on the 
beach, tended to his arm and took him 
to a road where they could meet an 
ambulance. He was flown to flown to 
Royal Perth Hospital where he 
underwent eight hours of surgery. 
Some 86 stitches were needed to 
repair his arm. 
 
SPECIES: The incident involved a 
three-metre (10-foot) tiger shark. 
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The lagoon at Coral Bay.  
The darker section is the reef. 

David Pickering 
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Second shark attack in two days  
David Pickering, 26, had a lucky escape when he was mauled by a tiger shark off Coral Bay in 
northern Western Australia on Thursday afternoon. 
 
Mr Pickering, on a snorkelling tour with a couple and their two children about 100 metres from 
shore in a popular swimming spot called The Lagoon, suffered lacerations to his right forearm in 
the attack. 
 
"I turned around and boom, there he was," Mr Pickering told reporters from an ambulance 
stretcher. (The force of the impact) was enough to actually bring me forward and under because I 
scraped my knee on his belly." Mr Pickering said he fought the shark off with his other arm and it 
let go. 
 
He then alerted everyone on his tour before he made his way back to shore and was flown to 
Royal Perth Hospital. 
 
"I just kicked, kicked and held (my arm) out of the water)," he told the Seven Network. 
 
The Fisheries Department said the beach remains closed following the attack only the day after a 
surfer was mauled by a shark off the NSW mid-north coast. 
 
Glen Folkard, 44, was surfing at Redhead Beach near Newcastle on Wednesday afternoon when 
what was thought to be a bull shark dragged him under, slicing his leg open and taking a chunk out 
of his surfboard. He suffered a deep laceration and on Thursday was reported to be in a stable 
condition in Newcastle's John Hunter Hospital. The beach reopened on Thursday and swimmers 
returned to the water. 
 
Mr Pickering insisted the attack had not put him off swimming either. He told reporters he would be 
back in the water "as soon as this bad boy (arm) is healed up". 
 
SOURCE: Sydney Morning Herald, January 20, 2012, http://news.smh.com.au/breaking-news-
national/second-shark-attack-in-two-days-20120120-1q954.html 
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Half-truths and great white lies  
 

JUST north of Redhead Beach near Newcastle, NSW, where a 44-year-old surfer this week 
became the latest victim of a seemingly endless summer of shark-attack fear, is one of the 

few known nursery areas for endangered great whites.  
 

It is a hot spot for the juvenile "man-eaters", the dangers of which have been seared into public 
consciousness by Steven Spielberg's Hollywood blockbuster Jaws. 
 
But the shark responsible for the non-fatal Redhead Beach attack is unlikely to have been a great 
white. And despite the high numbers of sharks in the area and the fact that popular swimming 
beaches are located within the juvenile great white zone there has never been a reported great 
white attack. "The area is well known. It extends from just north of Newcastle along Stockton 
Beach, up past the Port Stephens estuary and past Hawks Nest," says CSIRO shark expert Barry 
Bruce. "It is along 50km of coastline and juvenile white sharks are common there during the spring 
and early to mid-summer period." 
 
Bruce says the absence of shark attacks in what is known to be a shark hot spot underscores the 
difficulties in predicting where sharks may strike. It fact, it highlights the poor state of knowledge 
into shark behaviour and habits in general. The truth is the predatory behaviour of the ocean's most 
feared creatures is the subject more of half-truths and conjecture than scientific understanding. 
Less uncertain is the public appetite for tales of danger from the deep. And a run of shark attacks 
over Christmas has made this summer of fear no exception. 
 
Witnesses to the Redhead Beach incident say they saw a shark leap from the water to take a fish 
shortly before the attack, which happened at about 4.40pm. Despite suffering severe wounds, the 
man managed to paddle to shore before being helped by fellow surfers and rushed to hospital in a 
serious condition. The attack was followed by a bite to a 26-year-old surfer at Coral Bay, north of 
Port Hedland, yesterday and an incident earlier this month in which Michael Wells, 28, was 
attacked by a shark while surfing at North Avoca beach on the NSW central coast. He suffered a 
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5cm cut to his right forearm and a puncture wound to his right wrist. 
 
And in Western Australia there have been three fatal shark attacks since August. Bodyboarder 
Kyle Burden was killed by a shark at Bunker Bay, 260km south of Perth, on August 4. 
 
On October 9, businessman Bryn Martin was killed while swimming 500m off Perth's Cottesloe 
Beach. His body was never found, but his swimmers were retrieved from the ocean floor with tears 
consistent with a shark attack. 
 
Two weeks later, on October 23, American George Thomas Wainwright died after being attacked 
by a shark while scuba diving off Rottnest Island. Wainwright's death sparked heated debate 
among West Australians after Fisheries Minister Norman Moore issued the state's first kill order 
against a shark. 
 
Some called for a more widespread cull. Wainwright's sister Brenda reportedly said her ocean-
loving brother would not have wanted the shark to be killed and he knew the risks when he entered 
the water. But despite the macabre roll-call, the statistics do not show an increase in shark attacks 
and shark experts say anecdotal evidence of increasing shark numbers is at best unreliable. 
 
Taronga Zoo shark expert John West says since 2001 there have been an average of 15 shark 
attacks a year, with fatalities averaging 1.4 a year. Last year, there were 12 shark attacks and four 
deaths.  

West, coordinator of the Australian Shark Attack File at Taronga Conservation Society Australia 
has analysed the statistics to determine trends in unprovoked shark attacks since 1900, 
particularly over the past two decades. He says the most significant indicator has been the change 
in the way people use the ocean. "The rise in Australian shark attacks, from an average of 6.5 
incidents per year from 1990 to 2000 to 15 incidents per year over the past decade, coincides with 
an increasing human population, more people visiting beaches, a rise in the popularity of water-
based fitness and recreational activities and people accessing previously isolated coastal areas," 
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West says. He says there is no evidence of increasing shark numbers that would influence the 
rise of attacks in Australian waters. 

And the risk of a fatality from shark attack in Australia remains low, with an average of 1.1 
fatalities a year over the past 20 years. The increase in shark attacks over the past two decades is 
consistent with international statistics of shark attacks increasing annually because of the greater 
numbers of people in the water. 
 
The NSW great white nursery demonstrates the presence of sharks alone is not a good indicator 
of increased risk of attack.  Bruce says most interactions between sharks and humans in the 
ocean are without incident. "There are many more interactions that happen between people and 
sharks on a regular basis and we are not aware of them because most interactions between 
people and sharks don't lead to attacks," Bruce says. "It is only these odd occasions when 
something tragic happens. That's one of the things the public don't really have a feel for. We are 
almost conditioned to think that if there is a shark nearby it is going to bite somebody." 
 
Christopher Neff, a PhD candidate at the University of Sydney, who is conducting the first doctoral 
study of policy responses follow shark-bite incidents in Australia, South Africa and the US blames 
Hollywood. Neff says the "rogue shark" theory began with a British Medical Journal article in 1899, 
which addressed a series of unexplained shark bites. The article caught the attention of the shark 
researcher and Sydney surgeon Victor Coppleson, who developed the rogue shark theory in the 
1940s and 50s. Although discredited by science the theory has found its way into the public 
consciousness. 
 
"Shark behaviour is enormously complex," says Bruce. "They are not the killing machines that 
Hollywood and some documentaries would lead you to believe. They don't feed all the time and 
the frequency and what they look for depends on what they are feeding on. For instance, white 
sharks feed on seals for only a very small part of the year and it does not become part of their diet 
until the shark is at least 3m long. People talk about mistaken identity and how a shark mistook a 
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surfer for a seal, but that is bollocks," Bruce says. "Particularly in the case of small sharks 
because they have not even started feeding on seals. The typical white shark you will find in the 
surf zone in NSW is 2 1/2m or below." Bruce says white sharks are inquisitive and will investigate 
things on the surface but that does not add up to a case of mistaken identity. "We are not even 
sure that shark attacks are motivated by the shark trying to eat something," Bruce says." 
 
Equally unknown is the exact level of shark populations due to a lack of funding for non-
commercial fish species.  "Many people will say that shark populations are increasing but the 
people who will tell you that generally don't have any information," Bruce says. "It's really difficult 
to say what is going on because generally no one is counting. In most cases the data sets on 
commercial shark captures is getting better. In a lot of places we see declines in catches of 
commercial species but a lot of the species that are considered to be potentially dangerous are 
not well monitored by any program of work." 
 
And while people may report increased shark sightings it is difficult to separate distribution from 
abundance. Certainly any environmental event that increases the availability of baitfish in a 
particular area is likely to attract predator sharks. 
 
"But if people report an increase of sharks near the coast, that doesn't necessarily translate into 
there being a sudden increase in the population of sharks overall because sharks are highly 
mobile," Bruce says. "When you have increases in the numbers of sharks in one area you will 
most likely see a corresponding decrease in another area.Some of these things can be driven by 
movement change rather than population size." 
 
And irrespective of what is happening to total shark numbers, Bruce says it is unrealistic to think it 
would be possible to reduce the risk of shark attack by culling shark numbers. "You would have to 
go to a ridiculous extent to reduce what is already a really low-risk event," he says. "It is not 
practical. You cannot reduce the risk of shark attack to zero because there will always be sharks 
there." 
 
Bruce says there are commonsense measures such as not swimming with big schools of bait fish. 
But he is sceptical about the theory that the risk of attack increases at dawn and dusk. "People 
talk about not swimming at dawn and dusk, but from a pragmatic point of view the morning and 
evening are generally the times that people have available to them to go swimming. If you actually 
have a look at the shark attack statistics on a time-of-day basis there is a peak in mid-morning and 
a peak in mid-afternoon and a dip in the middle of the day and a low level of shark attack at dawn 
and dusk, believe it or not. But that doesn't tell us anything about what sharks are doing. It reflects 
what people are doing. That's the times that people are in the water and the reason there is a dip 
in the middle of the day is that is the time that people get out for lunch." 
 
Bruce's advice is that it is better to swim with groups or at patrolled beaches. This is not because 
sharks are scared of crowds. Rather, he says, there is more chance of someone seeing 
approaching danger if you are together. 
 
SOURCE: Graham Lloyd, Environment Editor, The Australian, January 20, 2012, 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/features/half-truths-and-great-white-lies/story-e6frg6z6-
1226248782020 
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This is one of the best articles we’ve ever read on the subject! 



 

Shark bite club helps healing 
 

Dave Pickering was beginning to worry he would 
never find the courage to get back in the water 
after he was mauled by a shark 15 months ago 
near Coral Bay. Despite his deep love for the 
ocean, the former tour guide could not block the 
memory of being caught in the vice-like jaws of a 
3m tiger shark while he was taking a group 
snorkelling, leaving him with lifelong injuries to his 
arm. 
 
That was until he was inducted into the Bite Club 
— a group of brave people from across Australia 
who have been mauled by sharks and lived to tell 
their tales. 
 
Tomorrow on Channel 7’s Sunday Night, the 
seven members meet for the first time to share 
their experiences and heal together over a 
weekend in Manly, Sydney. 
 
In remarkable footage, they swim with sharks in 
an aquarium and surf. “It was my first time back in 
the water and I felt like it was a really good step 
forward,” Mr Pickering said this week. 
He admitted the shark dive was “horrifying” at 
first, but felt he had faced his demons. 
“Having the other members of the group there 

next to you was really reassuring,” the 27-year-old said. Mr Pickering said he struggled after the 
attack because no one could relate to what had happened to him. “You do feel like you are going 
through it alone,” he said. “No one really understands what you go through apart from these guys.” 
 
The dive with sharks has reignited his love for the ocean and sharks, but Mr Pickering says he 
now prefers a job on land as a real estate agent in Perth. “It’s different once you know what can 
happen — it’s hard to get it out of your mind,” he said. “Before that, I used to swim with sharks 
every day as a job and I was fearless and then that happened and you don’t go in waist deep 
without thinking of what’s around the corner.” 
 
Fellow WA survivor Elyse Frankcom, who was attacked by a shark while she was leading a 
dolphin tour near Garden Island in 2010, is also a member of the Bite Club, as is her rescuer, 
Trevor Burns. Mr Burns, a Brisbane man who was on the tour, grabbed the shark by the tail and 
pulled the animal away from Ms Frankcom as she punched it on the nose. Ms Frankcom said Bite 
Club had helped her move on from the attack. “Bite Club is definitely special and we’ve definitely 
helped each other and healed together,” she said. Ms Frankcom had never wanted the attack to 
stop her getting back in the water. “I still think about sharks when I’m driving up to the ocean or 
before I get in, but once I’m in the ocean it’s the last thing I think about,” she said. 
 
The other four members of Bite Club are Billy O’Leary, of Queensland, and Patricia Trumbull, 
Dave Pearson and Glen Folkard from NSW. 
 
Ms Trumbull, a grandmother, survived a shark attack while she was snorkelling on the Great 

Elyse Frankcom has been snorkelling again.  
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Barrier Reef in 2010 by repeatedly punching the animal after it latched on to her legs. 
 
Mr Pearson, a veteran surfer, was savaged by a shark that ripped open his left arm while he 
surfed at Crowdy Head on the NSW north coast in 2011. 
 
Mr Folkard was thrown off his board and dragged down by a massive bull shark before he 
managed to get back on his board and ride a wave back to Redhead beach, north of Sydney last 
year. 
 
Also last year, Mr O’Leary was bitten on the leg after he fell on to a shark during a wipe-out on the 
Gold Coast. 

 

Mr Pickering tried this month to return with Sunday Night to the place where he was attacked — 
just outside The Lagoon about an hour north of Coral Bay — but they were prevented from doing 
so by local businesses who did not want them to refresh tourists’ memories about the attack. 
“We weren’t warmly greeted,” Mr Pickering said. “It would have been a spin out to go back to that 
spot but that would have been the biggest healing of all for me to go out there where it all 
happened. “But no one would take us there and I felt like we almost got kicked out of town. What 
right do they have?” 
 
Coral Bay Progress Association spokesman Frazer McGregor said the filming in the tourist town 
could have harmed local businesses and he feared it would have created the wrong impression 
that shark attacks were common in the region. 
 
SOURCE: Kate Bastians, The West Australian June 1, 2013, 
http://au.news.yahoo.com/thewest/a/-/wa/17424546/shark-bite-club-helps-healing/ 
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Dave Pickering. Picture: Ben Crabtree  


